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Scantech – Company Overview
•

Founded in 1981 as Mineral Control Instrumentation (MCI)

•

Core business is on-belt process control analysers for coal,
cement and minerals industries

•

ISO9001:2015 Certified

•

Head office in Adelaide; Sales office in Brisbane;
Service Engineers located in overseas hotspots

•

Strong technical team performs its own R&D

•

Over 1200 analysers sold worldwide (~90% exported)

•

World leader in on-belt moisture and elemental analysis for
minerals
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Scantech On Belt Analysis
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

ANALYSIS PROVIDED

Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA)

%Elements in coal, cement raw materials, minerals

3D Infrared Camera & Proprietary Imaging Algorithms

Particle Size Distribution of bulk materials

Microwave Transmission

%Moisture in coal, cement raw materials, minerals

Natural Gamma Ray Detection

%Ash in coal, %U in uranium ore, %Elements in ore

Dual Energy Gamma Ray Transmission

%Ash in coal

Fast Neutron & Gamma Transmission

%Moisture in electrically-conductive materials
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GEOSCAN: World Leaders
•

GEOSCAN elemental analysers have been widely used in cement for real time
analysis over 20 years

• Extensive use in coal, cement, and minerals industries
• Scantech supplied the world’s first on belt elemental analyser for iron ore in 2003,
and now has over 50 GEOSCAN iron ore installations
• More than 350 elemental on belt analyser installations
• More than 110 elemental on belt analysers for minerals applications
• Flexibility in configuration & calibration to achieve unmatched measurement
performance on 30-second increments; ideal for bulk diversion
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GEOSCAN-M in Phosphate
•

The phosphate industry has adopted the use of GEOSCAN for analysis in a number
of different applications over the past 8 years

•

Initial phosphate testing carried out in 2013 at Scantech’s factory in Adelaide,
Australia

•

Testing verified the GEOSCAN’s ability to measure the elements of interest, namely
phosphorus (as P2O5 and BPL), calcium and magnesium oxides, and sulphur,
among others, at the concentrations typical in phosphate rock

•

World’s first on belt analyser installed in the phosphate industry in 2014

•

More than 25 installations in phosphate in four continents
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Typical Applications in Phosphate
Feedback for blending
from stockpiles
Stockpile 1

Mine

Processing
Plant

Stockpile 2
Geoscan 2

Geoscan 1
Stockpile 3

Feedback
to mine

Feed-forward
to stockpiles

Stockpile 4
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GEOSCAN-M Installations
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How GEOSCAN-M Works

P2O5 %

CaO%

S%

Al2O3 %

SiO2 %

MgO %

20.79
23.38
23.30
21.18
21.16
22.17
21.48
19.63
23.57
20.70
22.56
22.67

45.04
42.55
43.27
43.63
46.31
44.63
45.32
45.77
43.12
43.09
44.72
42.38

2.11
1.76
2.13
2.69
3.31
1.94
1.86
3.10
2.15
3.13
2.52
2.74

0.36
0.27
0.24
0.17
0.28
0.23
0.31
0.29

2.21
2.22
2.25
2.17
2.45
3.24
2.14
2.15
2.19
2.16

0.94
0.76
0.81
0.84
0.93
0.83
0.72
0.82
0.87
0.92
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GEOSCAN-M for Feedback
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GEOSCAN-M for Feedback
•

Monitoring grades from the mine to verify data from mine plan

•

Ensure stockpiles being loaded with expected grades

•

Reclaiming from stockpile according to desired recipes and control of blending plan

•

Modification of blending regime if plant feed quality varies outside of spec

•

Monitoring of key elements for different plants and situations

•

Control on BPL or P2O5, calcium, magnesium, iron, etc

•

Speed of analysis dependent on time for enacting change, typically 2—5 mins
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GEOSCAN-M for Feedforward
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GEOSCAN-M for Feedforward
•

Stockpile stacker can load the pile according to required grades
– Particularly for varying sources of feed material

•

Control of downstream processing such as sulphuric acid addition in an acid reactor
based on incoming feed quality

•

Ensure stability of plant feeds to avoid upset conditions

•

Monitoring of key elements for different plants and situations

•

Control on BPL for piles, P2O5 for plant, calcium, magnesium, iron, etc

•

Speed of analysis dependent on time for enacting change
– Possible to have 30-second analysis for sub-economic material diversion
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Laboratory and GEOSCAN Comparison
•

Installation of the GEOSCAN reduces site’s reliance on laboratory samples and allows
immediate action for grade control

•

Laboratory samples still collected for verification of GEOSCAN data

•

Since commissioning, data validation processes undertaken by making comparison
between laboratory data and GEOSCAN data

•

Composite samples are collected over 1—2 hour period, and compared to GEOSCAN
data collected over the same period
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Laboratory and GEOSCAN Comparison
•

To determine the accuracy performance of the GEOSCAN, the root mean square
deviation (RMSD) between laboratory and GEOSCAN analyses and is calculated as
1
𝑛

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷

•

𝑦

𝑥

Calculation incorporates all sources of error, including sampling, handling and analysis
errors, as well as GEOSCAN’s precision, yet performances are still excellent
Element/Oxide

P2O5 %

CaO %

SiO2 %

MgO %

Al2O3 %

Fe

Cl ppm

RMSD

0.55

0.51

0.14

0.15

0.24

0.37

71
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GEOSCAN Results
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GEOSCAN Results
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GEOSCAN Results
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Additional GEOSCAN Data
•

Numerous sites around the world also utilise GEOSCAN data for a variety of control
purposes

•

Calculation incorporates all sources of error, including sampling, handling and analysis
errors, as well as GEOSCAN’s precision, yet performances are still excellent

•

Key focus is on P2O5% and CaO% measurement
Installation
Site 1
Site 2
Site 3

P2O5 %
0.39
0.30
0.64

CaO %
0.53
0.43
0.36
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GEOSCAN Results Site 1
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GEOSCAN Results Site 2
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GEOSCAN Results Site 3
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Through Belt Moisture (TBM) in Phosphate
•

Most GEOSCAN-M include a TBM to measure moisture

•

TBMs can also be installed independently

•

TBMs utilise microwave transmission to observe two
independent electrical properties of the material to
measure moisture

•

TBMs enable real-time analysis of moisture in the full bed
depth of the conveyed phosphate

•

TBM is widely used in minerals industries
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TBM for Phosphate
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TBM Performance on Phosphate Rock
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Conclusions
•

GEOSCAN successfully applied for use in phosphates

•

Wide uptake by numerous phosphate producers globally

•

Variety of purposes and use cases for data in both feedback and feed-forward control

•

Accuracy of equipment demonstrated compared to laboratory analyses, including
multiple site data comparisons

•

Increasing use of GEOSCANs on site for process control and improving result visibility
directly into plant control systems and for operators to make better control decisions
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Thank you!
Any Questions?
www.scantech.com.au
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